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Abstract
A novel technique named random subspace
two-dimensional LDA (RS-2DLDA) is devel-
oped for face recognition. RS-2DLDA achieves
high accuracy on a difficult dataset, and out-
performs previously proposed random sub-
space two-dimensional PCA (RS-2DPCA) [3].

Introduction

Face recognition has numerous applications in
surveillance and authentication systems, yet it re-
mains a difficult problem. Faces of different people
can appear very similar, while images of one per-
son are often quite different. In this work a novel
algorithm, RS-2DLDA, is presented and evaluated
on the MORPH-II and ORL datasets.

Two-dimensional LDA

Two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis
(2DLDA) seeks to minimize within-class scatter
while maximizing between-class scatter. Images
are left in matrix form instead of being vector-
ized, making eigenvector calculation efficient and
avoiding the small sample size problem. However,
performance depends heavily on d, the number of
eigenvectors chosen. Choosing d small results in
poor accuracy, while large d causes overfitting to
training data. Random subspace method consid-
ers all eigenvectors without risk of overfitting.
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Example reconstructed ORL image

Random Subspace Method

In ensemble learning many classifiers’ outputs are
combined into one final decision. If the classifiers
make different mistakes, individual errors can be
corrected. In random subspace method [2], each
classifier is trained on a random sampling of the
feature set. Classifiers won’t over-focus on features
that appear highly predictive in the training set,
resulting in diverse classifiers whose combined out-
put is robust. For 2DLDA, we randomly sample
eigenvectors of the scatter matrices.

Weighting Scheme

If we know some classifiers are better, we give them
more weight in the final decision to boost accuracy.
Entropy measure is used to get diverse classifiers
(graphs 1, 2). Classifiers are evaluated on training
images using adjusted Rand index (ARI) (graph
3). Classifier weights are each ARI raised to a
common exponent b to control how much extra
influence the best classifiers have. In graphs 4 and
5 we see that weighting scheme effectiveness will
depend heavily on b. One choice of b may not
generalize well to other algorithms. We use b = 2
for MORPH-II and b = 0.5 for ORL.

Algorithm

Algorithm RS-2DLDA
1: for t = 1 to T do {Create T classifiers}
2: Zt = random sample of d columns of Z
3: Xt = random sample of d columns of X
4: for j = 1 to M do {Project all images}
5: Yj = ZT

t AjXt

6: end for
7: for j in {train} do {Evaluate classifier on

training set}
8: P j = knn(Aj, {train} \Aj, k)
9: end for
10: ARIt = ARI(G, P )
11: wt = (ARIt)b

12: for j in {test} do {Make predictions on test-
ing set}

13: pj,c
t = 0 for all c

14: cpred = knn(Aj, {train}, k)
15: p

j,cpred
t = 1

16: end for
17: end for
18: for j in {test} do
19: Ej = maxC

c=1 ΣT
t=1wtp

j,c
t

20: end for
21: return accuracy = |G ∩E| / |{test}|

Datasets

MORPH-II [5] is a difficult dataset for face
recognition because it is longitudinal and suffers
from high variability in pose, facial expression
and illumination. For all images, faces and eyes
were automatically detected by OpenCV. Images
were rotated so that eyes are horizontal, and
faces cropped to 70 × 60 to reduce noise from
background and hair. Finally, all images were
converted to grayscale and histogram equalized to
account for illumination variation.

ORL [1] contains 40 people each with 10 images
of size 112 × 92. There are minor variations in
lighting and facial expression, but it is an easy
dataset for face recognition.

Example pre-processed MORPH-II images

Experiments

MORPH-II: Among those with 10+ images,
50 arbitrary people are selected from MORPH-II.
Five images per person (250 images total) are
randomly selected for training, and five for testing
(250 images total). 50 different 5-nearest neighbor
classifiers are created, each from a random sample
of 10 eigenvectors from 2DLDA. The classifiers’
predictions on the testing data are combined
into one final decision by weighted majority voting.

ORL: All 40 people from ORL dataset are
included. No image pre-processing is done. Each
classifier is 1-nearest neighbor and is composed of
five random eigenvectors. Otherwise, experiment
setup is identical to that of MORPH-II.

Note: for completeness, bilateral, left, and right
projection schemes of 2DLDA and 2DPCA are
tested. For more information, consult [4]. Each
experiment was conducted thirty times and results
averaged.

Results

MORPH-II ORL
euclidean cosine

Algorithm W UW O W UW O
B2DLDA .727 .678 .764 .781 .786 .768
L2DLDA .743 .735 .756 .788 .780 .776
R2DLDA .704 .662 .704 .723 .733 .704
B2DPCA .706 .701 .564 .702 .692 .556
L2DPCA .678 .667 .552 .670 .660 .544
R2DPCA .611 .609* .580 .609 .612 .584

euclidean cosine
Algorithm W UW O W UW O
B2DLDA .931 .924 .935 .939 .936 .940
L2DLDA .914 .909 .940 .937 .935 .940
R2DLDA .929 .923 .935 .948 .943 .945
B2DPCA .914 .911 .870 .908 .908 .865
L2DPCA .895 .893 .865 .884 .884 .860
R2DPCA .905 .903* .895 .916 .914 .895

Key: W: weighted, UW: unweighted, O: original algorithm (not random subspace)
*The Nguyen et al. algorithm in [3]. Note it does not perform well on MORPH-II.

Graphs

Graph 1 Graph 2 Graph 3 Graph 4 Graph 5
Note: all data displayed in the graphs was collected by experimenting on a subset of MORPH-II (see Experiments section).

Conclusions

•Cosine distance is able to handle the high
illumination variability of MORPH-II.

•The LDA-based algorithms consistently
outperform their PCA counterparts.

•The weighting scheme boosts accuracy but
must be tuned to each algorithm.

•RS-2DLDA offers substantial improvements
over the Nguyen et al. framework.

Future Work

•Further investigation into bilateral, left, and
right 2DLDA and 2DPCA.

•More challenging face recognition problems.
•Optimized weighting scheme that does not
require tuning.

•Randomly sample eigenvectors with
replacement.
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